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Intro: what is 3PXNet
Neural Network

Pruned

Packed

Permuted



Current 3PXNet Library
Training engine by Tianmu

◦ Use Pytorch library

◦ Pruned neural network

◦ Apply permutation and packing constraint

Inference engine by Wojciech

◦ Dense or Sparse

◦ FC layer

◦ Conv layer

◦ Together with padding, pooling, batch normalization

What’s left: the compiler



3PXNet Compiler - Idea
Automatic translation between pytorch and C

A bridge between training results and software implementation

Trained neural network 
from pytorch

C headers (binarized 
packed weights)

C source code

Intermediate 
Format

Pytorch
Library and 
converter 
by NNEF

3PXNet 
Compiler



What to convert
ONNX or NNEF

NNEF:

◦ NNEF uses high level language to represent operations, which can be decomposed to several 
basic operations

◦ NNEF does not use concrete data types for activation tensors, while ONNX has various data 
types such as int and float.

◦ “Instead, it describes quantization algorithms on a conceptual level (via real arithmetic) and lets the inference engine 
choose the appropriate representation for optimal execution.“

◦ NNEF separates the structure and data into different files.



NNEF: an example



Compiler interface
Input: the directory of NNEF format neural network, which data set this neural network is 
for

Output: C header and source code

Example: python converter.py --input=FC_Small.nnef --dataset=MNIST



Implementation Details
Read in weight matrix and write them into C headers

◦ Permutation takes place here

Compute batch normalization threshold and sign and also write them into C headers

Write source code

◦ For each operation described in the graph:

◦ Include and define its weight

◦ Determine whether it’s a FC or Conv layer and use corresponding library function

Load data set, using Tianmu’s load_dataset function

◦ Write images



Current work: Testing Infrastructure

Method:

Currently, there are bugs in reading the binary weight file.
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